
KILIAEN VAN RENSSELAER TO LAUNCH INSURRECTION MEDIA 
 INDEPENDENT DIGITAL TV STUDIO 

  TARGETING OVER-THE-TOP PLATFORMS 

Allen DeBevoise and Third Wave Capital Partners among First Equity Investors. 

Los Angeles, July 15th – Insurrection Media, Inc. launched today as an independent, talent 
friendly digital TV studio with a mission to more efficiently develop and produce future TV hits by 
streamlining the development process and empowering creatives with resources to produce 
bold original content.  The focus will be on over-the-top video platforms as the first window of 
distribution.  Insurrection Media intends to gestate compelling television series at a faster pace 
and a better yield than the mainstream process. 

Allen DeBevoise’s Third Wave Capital Partners has made an equity capital investment in 
Insurrection Media and he now serves on the board of advisors. 

Van Rensselaer will exit his position as Senior Vice President, Multi-Platform Programming at 
FOX Television Group on August 1st to run Insurrection Media.  He has served in executive 
roles of increasing responsibility at News Corporation and 21st Century Fox for the last five 
years, following News Corp’s acquisition in 2010 of Skiff, a digital media platform company that 
he had co-founded. 

“Our approach is based on my strong belief that enabling stories to be told as the creators 
intended, in a light-touch environment will generate better, more compelling shows,” said Van 
Rensselaer, CEO of Insurrection Media “We’re fired up to be able to empower talented creators, 
writers, directors, actors, producers and crew to unleash their full potential.  With the worldwide 
proliferation of new video platforms, there is tremendous unmet demand for quality scripted 
original content and we are uniquely positioned to serve those needs.” 

“I’m incredibly thankful for the fantastic and fulfilling experience I had at News Corp and Fox and 
am grateful for their support,” Van Rensselaer added. 

“We invested in Kiliaen’s vision because we believe strongly in his leadership and ability to 
create and grow a new kind of pipeline that will uninhibitedly harness the imagination of talent to 
build a library of world class IP in original content,” said Allen DeBevoise, Managing Partner, 
Third Wave Capital. 

Over the past three years at News Corp and FOX, Van Rensselaer has been launching and 
growing a series of digital “micro-studios,” incubating IP in original scripted content.  He has 
P&L responsibility for these initiatives, overseeing development and production, supervising the 
commercial operations, negotiating sponsorship and ad sales deals while leading distribution 
and exploitation of the content.  



Van Rensselaer structured, launched, and looked after a live action comedy incubation unit at 
FOX with The Lonely Island’s Andy Samberg, Akiva Schaffer, and Jorma Taccone called Party 
Over Here, that has generated series orders including The Tyler Zone, which will premiere on 
Conde Nast Entertainment‘s The Scene and other shows to be announced in coming months.   

“Kiliaen always tried to protect what we were doing creatively and prevent the business side 
from slowing down a project’s momentum,” said Akiva Shaffer.  “He always keeps a tidy 
appearance with frequent expensive looking haircuts which he never expensed to FOX to my 
knowledge.” 

Separately, Van Rensselaer set up and managed an additional unit with Keith Quinn and 
Jonathan Stern of Abominable Pictures, that resulted in a series order for the show Filthy Sexy 
Teen$, by Fullscreen as well as a significant slate of projects that will be revealed soon. 

"It's been a very fulfilling year of making shows through Kiliaen's lab at Fox," said Stern and 
Quinn. "His empowering philosophy and agile approach to developing, shooting, and selling 
projects has huge advantages creatively and commercially." 

Van Rensselaer also launched and oversaw the digital studio WIGS, with Jon Avnet (Black 
Swan, Risky Business), Rodrigo Garcia (Albert Nobbs, In Treatment), and Jake Avnet that 
developed and produced over 35 hours of scripted content including the breakout hit Blue, 
starring Julia Stiles currently available on Hulu and airing on Lifetime in the UK. 

“Kiliaen has been an invaluable asset for WIGS (now Indigenous Media) at both News Corp and 
Fox,” said Jon Avnet and Rodrigo Garcia.  “He was with us in our precedent setting ad sales 
effort at YouTube, nurtured our relationships with Hulu, and helped facilitate the roll out of Blue 
as a cable series internationally.  Indigenous Media looks forward to collaborating with Kiliaen in 
his new endeavors.” 

About Insurrection Media, Inc. 
Insurrection Media is an independent talent friendly digital TV studio developing and producing 
high quality scripted shows for over-the-top video platforms as well as broadcast and cable 
networks internationally.  The company is headquartered in Los Angeles. 
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